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Abstract 

We consider an electron, spin 1/2, minimally coupled to the quantized 
radiation field in the nonrelativistic approximation, a situation defined by the 
Pauli-Fierz Hamiltonian H. There is no external potential and H fibers as 
/ Hvdp according to the total momentum p. We prove that the ground 
state subspace of Hp is two-fold degenerate provided the charge e and the 
total momentum p are sufficiently small. We also establish that the total 
angular momentum of the ground state subspace is ±1/2 and study the case 
of a confining external potential. 
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1    Introduction and main results 

Nonrelativistic quantum electrodynamics predicts the anomalous magnetic moment 
(g-factor) of the electron with an error of less than 1%. One definition of the g- 
factor comes from the motion of the electron in a weak uniform external magnetic 
field, g/2 is then the ratio of the spin precession relative to the orbital precession. 
To provide a theoretical analysis of such an experiment one has to show that the 
ground state band of the Hamiltonian is adiabatically decoupled from the spectrum 
of excitations and has to determine the effective Hamiltonian governing the motion 
in the ground state band. The details are given elsewhere [7]. They result in a 
nonperturbative microscopic definition of the ^-factor, which, when computed to 
order e2, yields g/2 — 1.0031 as compared to the accurate relativistic value of 
gjl — 1.0012. One crucial input of the analysis is the microscopic Hamiltonian at 
fixed total momentum to have an exactly two-fold degenerate ground state. In our 
paper we will, under suitable conditions, establish such a spectral property. 

Let us first introduce the Pauli-Fierz Hamiltonian for a single electron coupled 
to the quantized radiation field. By translation invariance the total momentum is 
conserved and the operator of interest will be the Pauli-Fierz Hamiltonian fibered 
with respect to the total momentum. The Hilbert space for the coupled system is 

?{ = L2(B?)®(C?(8)Jr. 

L2(M3) is the Hilbert space for the translational degrees of freedom of the electron, 
multiplication by x stands for the position, — zVx for the momentum of the electron. 
C2 is the Hilbert space for the spin, cr, of the electron, where <J = {ai,02,(73) are 
the spin 1/2 Pauli spin matrices, 

01\ / 0    -i \ f 1     0 
ai = 1 1 0;' ^ = \i  0 ;' a3 = \ 0 -1 

T is the symmetric Fock space for the photons given by 

^ = e~0(L2(E3)®c2);m, 

where (• • • )^ym denotes the n-fold symmetric tensor product of (• • •). L2(E3) 0 C2 

will be identified with L2(E3 x {1,2}). The Fock vacuum is denoted by ft and a 
vector -0 e T by ij) = (^(0),^C1),...), ^(0) = eft, c G C. The photons live in E3 and 
have helicity ±1. The photon field is thus represented by the two-component Bose 
field a(k,j) on J7 with commutation relations 

[o(A>i)>o*(fc',j,)] = 5ii^(fc-fc'), 

Mk,j),a(k'J')] = 0,     [a*(k,j),a*(k',j')} = 0, 

k, k' 6 M3, j,j' = 1,2. The energy of the photons is given by 

fff=  £   [u>(k)a*(k,j)a(k,j)dk, (1) 
3=1,2 J 
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i.e. Hf restricted to (L2(M3)<g>C2)™ym is multiplication by SjLi w(kj). Throughout 
units are such that h = 1, c = 1. Physically uj(k) = \k\. This case is somewhat 
singular. To regularize, the photons are assumed to have a small mass as 

w(*) = )/|A:|2+mPh' mPh>0- w 

In fact we can allow for a more general class of dispersion relations. We assume 
oo : E3 -^ M to be continuous with the properties 

(A.l) mikeR3Uj(k) > UQ > 0, 

(A.2) uih) + ufa) > uj(ki + fe), 

(A.3) uj(k) = uj(Rk) for an arbitrary rotation R. 

The quantized transverse vector potential is defined through 

M*)= E f :^^ej(k)(e'ik''a*(kj)+eik''a(kj))dk. 
i=i,2- 

Here ei and 62 are polarization vectors which together with k = k/\k\ form a stan- 
dard basis in R3. ip : E3 -> E is the form factor which ensures an ultraviolet cutoff. 
It is assumed to be rotational invariant, ip(Rx) = ip(x) for an arbitrary rotation i?, 
continuous, bounded with some decay at infinity, and normalized as f ip(x)dx = 1. 
We will mostly work with the Fourier transform (p(k) = (27r)_3/2 ^ ip{x)e~'lk'xdx. 
It satisfies (1) (p(Rk) — <p(k) for an arbitrary rotation R, (2) (p = (p for notational 
simplicity, (3) the normalization (p(0) = (27r)_3/2, and (4) the decay 

/ 
{oj(k)-2 + w(fc)-1 + 1 + w(k)) \<p(k)\2dk < 00. 

With these preparations the Pauli-Fierz Hamiltonian, including spin, is defined by 

H = ^{a-(-iVx-eAv(x))}2 + H{, (3) 

where m is the bare mass and e the charge of the electron. 

Translations for the electron are generated by — iVx and translations for the 
photon field by the field momentum 

Pf=^2   [ka*(kj)a(k,j)dk. (4) 

By translation invariance of H the total momentum 

p = _»V* + Pf 

is thus conserved, 
[H,p] = 0, 
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as can be checked also directly. We unitarily transform H such that the fibering with 
respect to p becomes transparent. In momentum representation, momentum multi- 
plication by fc, position zV^, an element ip £ H is written as i/j^ft, ki,ji,..., knjjn) 
with values in C2. For each n let 

n 

Uip<<n)(k,k1Ju...,knJn) =^(n)(fc-^^,A;i7t7i,...,A:n,in) (5) 
3=1 

with inverse 
n 

u-l^nHk,k1ju...,knjn) = ^nHk + Y,kj>ki>K>'''>k^^'      (6) 
3 = 1 

Clearly U is unitary. We set 
A(p = A(p(0) 

as an operator on J7. Similarly for the quantized magnetic field, 

i?„(aO=»£; I -■^^(*Aci(fc))(e-^a^fc,i)-e<*-Mfc>i))dfc, 
3 = 1,2* 

and we denote 
5^ = 5^,(0) 

as an operator on J7. Then, first working out the square in (3), one obtains 

UHU-1 = J-(p - Pf - e^)2 - ^a ■ Bv + Iff. (7) 

In (7) p is multiplication by A: in the representation from (5) and (6).   Thus the 
fibering is 

n = /  npdp 
JR

3 

with Tip isomorphic to C2 0 F and 

UHU-1 = /    Hpdp. 
JR

3 

In the following we will regard p G E3 simply as a parameter. We also choose units 
such that m = 1. Then the operator under study is 

Hp = ^(p-P(-eAv)2-^a-Bv + H{ (8) 

acting on 
HP = C2 ® T. 

For simplicity the index p of Tiv will be omitted. 

For e = 0 (8) reduces to the noninteracting Hamiltonian 

tfPo = 5(p-.Pf)2 + tff. (9) 
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Clearly, with the definitions (1) and (4), Hpo is self-adjoint with the domain D(Hf + 
Pf2) = D(H{) fl D(Pf2). The rest of (8) is regarded as the interaction part of the 
Hamiltonian, 

2 

Hpi = HP- Hpo - -e(p - Pf) • A^ + yA2 - |c7 • B^ (10) 

For sufficiently small e, |e| < e*, i?pi is bounded relative to if^o with a bound 
less than 1, which by a theorem of Kato and Rellich implies that Hp is a self-adjoint 
operator for every p G E3. In addition Hp is bounded from below. To see this let 
aKf) — TJJ=I$ f f(kiJ)aHk,J)dk. Using the inequalities 

1/2 

\\aHm\ < ci I x; / M*;)"1 +1) i/(*,J)!
2
* | \m +1)^11, 

\\aWm\\<C2 E   [nk)-1+u;(k))\f(kj)\2dkm + 1)^11, 

with some constants ci and C2, one has 

ll^pi^ll<co(e)||(irpo + l)V||. (11) 

Here 

co(e) - co I |e| || {uj(k)-2 + uj(k)) \m\2dk\ 
1/2 

-Mel2 I {u{k)-2 + l)\(p{k)\2dk 

with some numerical constant CQ of order one. Thus |e| < e* with a suitable e* > 0 
implies co(e) < 1. 

The goal of our paper is to study some ground state properties of Hp.   The 
ground state energy of Hp is 

E{p) = inf Spec(Fp) = inf (V, tfPV)- 
ip€D(Hp), ||^||=1 

It is easily seen that resolvent (i/p - 2:)~1 with z g Spec(iiZ"p) is continuous in both 
p and e in the operator norm. Thus E(p) is continuous in both p and e. If E(p) is 
an eigenvalue, the corresponding spectral projection is denoted by Pg. TrPg is the 
degeneracy of the ground state. The bottom of the continuous spectrum is denoted 
by Ec(p). Under the assumptions (A.1)-(A.3) one knows that 

Ec(p)=mi{E(p-k)+uJ(k)}, 
k€R6 

see [3, 8]. Thus it is natural to set 

A(p) = Ec(p) - E(p) - inf {E(p -k)+ w{k) - E(p)} . 

Let e = 0. Then A(p) > 0 for |p| < p0 with some po by (A.l). Thus, by the 
continuity of E(p) mentioned above, {(p, e) E E3 x M|A(p) > 0} ^ 0. As our main 
result we state 
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Theorem 1.1 Suppose \e\ < eo and A(p) > 0. Then TrPg = 2. 

We briefly comment on our assumptions. A(p) > 0 means that we assume, rather 
than prove, a spectral gap. If instead one would merely impose the implicit but 
rather natural condition that 

E(p) > E(0), (12) 

then, following the arguments in [3], one concludes in case of the dispersion relation 
(2) that A(p) > 0 for \p\ < y/3 - 1 and arbitrary e G R. For a general dispersion 
relation satisfying (A.l) to (A.3) a corresponding bound can be established. For 
the spinless Pauli-Fierz Hamiltonian (12) is proven through a suitable variant of a 
diamagnetic inequality. We did not succeed to establish (12) for the Hamiltonian 
(8). Note that on physical grounds one expects A(p) > 0 for \p\ < pc and A(p) = 0 
for \p\ > pc with a simultaneous loss of the ground state. For the Hamiltonian (8) 
with u given by (2) one has Pc < oo at e = 0 and expects pc < oo to persist for all 
e 7^ 0 provided the spatial dimension d > 3. 

The constant eo does not depend on raph- Thus, together with (12), the domain 
of validity of Theorem 1.1 is independent of raph and it may seem that one could 
take the limit mph -> 0. Of course, thereby A(p) -» 0. Unfortunately, this will 
not work, since the Pauli-Fierz Hamiltonian is infrared divergent and the number 
of photons increases without bound as mph —> 0 [2]. The physical ground states are 
no longer in Fock space. The only exception is p = 0, and one might hope to apply 
our method directly to the case p = 0 and mph = 0. This problem will be taken up 
in Section 3. 

Let us indicate the strategy for the proof of Theorem 1.1. From a pull-through 
formula one estimates the overlap of a ground state with the subspace PQH = 
C2 0 {Cfl}. If |e| is sufficiently small, the overlap is large which implies TrPg < 3. 
For a lower bound we will derive the algebraic relation Po^g^o = a-Fbj a > 0, which 
implies TrPg > 2. 

The Hamiltonian (8) is invariant under rotations with axis p = p/|p|. To un- 
derstand the implications let us define the field angular momentum relative to the 
origin by 

Jf = -iJ2   I °>*(kJ)(kAVk)a(kJ)dk 
3=1,2 

and the helicity by 

Sf = i fk{a*(k,2)a(kJl)-a*(k1l)a(k12)} dk. 

Let n G M3 be an arbitrary unit vector, 9 € E, and let R = i^n, 6) be the rotation 
around n through the angle 6. We note that 

ei0fKJf+Sf)jyfe-t0a.(Jf+Sf) =fff 

e^n-(Jf+5f)pfe-^n-(Jf+5f) _ Rp^ 
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e20n-(Jf+Sf)^   e-i0n-(Jf+Sf) _ ^^ 

Define the total angular momentum through 

J = Jf + Sf 4- -or. 

Then it follows that 
iOfl-J TT     —idn-J   e       npe — tLR-ip. 

In particular, the ground state energy is rotation invariant, 

Eip) = E(Rp). (13) 

If one sets n = p, then 

eiepJ Hpe-
iepJ = flp, (14) 

which expresses the rotation invariance relative to p. 

Since Spec(p • (Jf + 5f)) = Z and Spec(p • a) = {-1, +1}, it follows that 

Spec(p'J) = Z1^, 

where Z^ is the set of half integers {±1/2, ±3/2, ±5/2,...}. By virtue of (14), H 
and Hp are decomposable as 

n= 0 H(Z), 

Therefore, if TrPg = 2, the ground states xpg± G Pg'H can be chosen such that 
V;g+ G /H(^) and ^g_ G H(2;/) for some z,^' G Z^. 

Theorem 1.2 Suppose \e\ < CQ and A(p) > 0. T/ien iJ^ Aas two orthogonal ground 
states, ipg±, with the property ipg± G Ti(±l/2). 

2    Spectral properties 

2.1    Upper bound 

Let us denote the number operator by 

Nf= Yl   [a*(k,j)a(k,j)dk. 
3=1,2*' 

In what follows ^g denotes an arbitrary normalized ground state of Hp. We note 
that a(fc, j)^, ^ G D(N^), is well defined and 

(a(kj)ip)(n\k1,j1,...,kn,jn) = VriTlip{n+1) (kj, k^jx,..., knJn). 
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Moreover it follows that ||a(*;, j)ip\\ < HA^f^^H and 

A 1    O  J i=i,2' 

Lemma 2.1 Suppose A(p) > 0.  Then 

(i>g,Nrts)<2e2J (\k\y4) + 6E(p) \<p{k)\' 

(E(p -k)+ u(k) - E(p))2   uj{k) 
dk. 

Proof: By the pull-through formula 

a{k,i)Hpipg = (Hp-k+uj(k))a(k,j)il!s 

-e-|= |(P - Pf - eAp) ■ ej{k) + ±o ■ (ik A e^k))}^. 

Hence we have 

Thus 

a(k,j)i,e = e-|= (Hp-k + «(*) - ^(p))-1 

•! (p - Pf - eA^) • ej{k) + -a ■ (ik A ej(k)) > V'g- 

(^g,^f^g)= X)   f\Hk,j)^e\\2dk 
A — 1    O   ** 
3 = 1,2* 

< 
A 1     O   ^ i=i,2 

We note that 

^(fc)    ||(p - Pf - eA^) - ej(fc)^g + (l/2)o- • (ife A Cj^fe))^! 

y^JOb) S(p - k) + ci;(fc) - £(p) 
dfc. 

and 

Thus 

||(p_Pf_e^).e.(A:)^g||2 = ||   ^   c7M(p-Pf-eA^^(fc)^g||
2 

/2=1,2,3 

M=l,2,3 

^•(tfcAe^fc))^!!2^!*!2   X   ll(**Aei(fc))MVgl|2<|ft|2. 
/z=l,2,3 

||(p _ pf _ e^) • e^Vg + (V2)o- • (i* A ejikMsW2 < 2 {(Ifcl2/^ + QE(P)} 

which leads to 

(|fc|2/4) + 6£(p) |^(fc)|2 

(iPg,N{iPg)<2e2J 
(E(p -k)+ w{k) - £(p))2   w(A;) 

-dife 
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and the lemma follows. QED 

We set 

6(p) -e(ve)-2f (|fc|74) + 6^) \m\2
dl: 0{p)-e{p,e)-2J  {E{p_k)+uj{k)_E{p))2   u{k)  
dk- 

Note that 8(p) is rotation invariant, i.e. 0(Rp) = 6(p) for an arbitrary rotation 
R. Let PQ = 1 ® PQ be the projection onto C2 0 {CO}. 

Lemma 2.2 Let A(p) > 0. Suppose ]e\ < l/^30{p).  Then TrPg < 2. 

Proof: By Lemma 2.1 we have Tr(PgiVf) < e29(p)TvPg. Therefore 

TrPg - Tr(PgPo) = TrPg(/ - PQ) < Tr(PgArf) < e2e(p)TrPs, 

and 

(1 - e20(p))TWg < IV(PgPo) < 2, 

which implies 

Thus the lemma follows. QED 

2.2    Lower bound 

We say that ip G ^ is rea/, if for all n > 0, ^^nMs a real-valued function on 
L2(E3n x {1,2}). The set of real ^ is denoted by ^eai- We define the set of 
reality-preserving operators Oreai as follows: 

©real = {A\A I ^real H i3(A)  —> ^real} . 

It is seen that Hf and Pf are in Oreal- Since for all k G M and 2 G E with z $. 
Spec(i7po), 

((Fpo-^)V)(n)(fci,ii,...,A:n5in) 

(Hpo - z)k is also in Oreai- Moreover a(f) and a*(/) are in OreSi\ for real /'s. In 
particular A^ and iP^ are in Ore&\. Note that, if ^ G D{B(p)nJ:r

TeSii, then (^j P^^) = 
0. Let J^n = [JN=o®n=o {L2{R3 x {l,2}))"m denote the finite particle subspace 

of J7. Note that A^, P^, (z — HpoY " and (z - Hpo)~   leave ^fin invariant. 

TrPg <  < 3. K      1 - e29(p) 
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Lemma 2.3 Suppose \e\ < e*. Let x € C2.  Then there exists a(t) G E independent 
of x such that for t > 0 

(x 0 fi, e"*(/r'~s(p))x 0 n)w = a(t)(x, a;)c2. (15) 

Proo/: Note that ||flpi(l + ^po)"1!! < 1 for |e| < e* by (11).   Then, by spectral 
theory, one has 

e-t(Hp-E(P)) =   lim   (l + L(H        E(p))) 
n^oo \ Tl ) 

Here _      _ _ 
i^i = i/pii + io - By, 

-1/2 , . s-1/2 

HPII =(l + ^Hpo)      (flpn - E(p)) (l + ^ffpo) 

^ = M + ^Hpoj      {iBp) (l + ^flpo 

e2 

flpii - -e(p - Pf) • ^ + y^- 

It is seen that 

Hi   = HpuHpu — 3^ • By + icr • (HpuBy + B^Hpu — JB^ A i?^) = M -\- icr • L. 

Here both of M = HpuHpu - By - By and L = HpuBy + ByHpu — By A By are in 
Oreai- Moreover 

Si   = flpiiM - S^L + io- • (S^M + HpiiL - By A L), 

where both of HpiiM — ByL and ^M + HpuL — By A L are also in 0reai- Thus, 
repeating above procedure, one obtains 

A;=0 ^     n       ^ 

where am and bm are in Oreal- Hence there exist anm G Oreal and 6nm G (9reai such 
that 

t x-l/2/m     .     t~\k\   ( t Y1/2)n 

l + -Hpo)       [Yj[~nHl)   l\1 + nHp0J       I    =anm+ia'bnm' 
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Finally 

= lim   lim (x,x)(Q)anmQl) 4- i lim   lim (x,(Tx)(Cl,bnmQ). 
n—>oom-too n—toom—Hx> 

Since the left-hand side is real, the second term of the right-hand side vanishes 
and a(i) = limn_^00limm^.0o(n,anmf2) exists, which establishes the desired result. 
QED 

Lemma 2.4 Suppose that A(p) > 0 and \e\ < l/y/0(p).  Then (ipg1P0^g) ^ 0. 

Proof: Since PQ + iVf > 1, we have from Lemma 2.1 

W-g^oV-g) > HV'gll2 - 11(1 ® ^)Vg||
2 > 1 - e2%) > 0. 

Thus the lemma follows. QED 

Lemma 2.5 Suppose \e\ < e* and \e\ < 1/A/^(P)-   ^Aen ^ftere exists a > 0 sf/cft 

PoPg^o^aPo- (16) 

Proo/; Note that 
Pg = s- lime-£^-^». 

Thus by Lemma 2.3, 

(x <g> 17, Pgx 0 0)= lim (x (8) fi, e-K^P-^^))^ ^ Q) = iim a(t)(a;, x) 
t—too t—*oo 

for all x E C2. Since by Lemma 2.4, (x ® n,PgX <S) 17) ^ 0 for some x 6 C2, 
lim^oo a(t) exists and it does not vanish. For arbitrary </>i, </>2 G W, the polarization 
identity leads to (</>i,PoPgPo</>2) = a>((f>i,Po(t>2)> The lemma follows. QED 

Lemma 2.6 Suppose \e\ < e* and \e\ < l/y/9(p).  Then TrPg > 2. 

Proof: Suppose TrPg — 1. Then PoPgPo/TrPoPgPo is a one-dimensional projection 
which contradicts (16). Thus the lemma follows. QED 

2.3    Proofs of Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 

We define 
eo = inf {|e| ||e| < l/y/SOfr), \e\ < e* } . 
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Proof of Theorem 1.1: 
Since A(p) > 0 and |e| < eo, we conclude TrPg > 2 by Lemma 2.6 and TrPg < 2 by 
Lemma 2.2. Hence the theorem follows. QED 

Proof of Theorem 1.2: 
Without restriction in generality we may suppose p — (0,0,1). Let ^± be ground 
states of Hp such that ^+ G %{z) and -0- G %&') with some z,^ G Z^.  n+ = 

(   ^   j  and fi-  =   f   0   j  are ground states of HVQ and n±  G H(±l/2).   Let 

Pgn+ = ci^+ + C2^- and Pgfi- = C3^+ + C4'0_ with some Cj G C and Q±i^ be 
the projection of U onto H(±l/2). Since Po-Pg^b = ^PQ we conclude that 

(n+,Pgn+)-a>0, (17) 

(fi_,Pgft_) = a>0. (18) 

Then QV2Pgfi+ ^ 0 and Q-i^PgH. ^ 0. The alternative Qi/2^+ # 0 or Qi^^. ^ 0 
holds by (17), the alternative Q-i^^ ^ 0 or Q-i^- # 0 by (18). We may set 
Qj^ ^ 0. Then ^+ G ?{(l/2) and ^_ G H(-lfi). QED 

3    Zero total momentum 

3.1     Spinless Hamiltonian 

In the spinless case Hp simplifies to 

H^^p-Pf-eA^+Hf 

acting on T. The bound (12) is available and Hp has at least one ground state for 
\p\ < Pc with some pc > 0 and arbitrary e. To show the uniqueness of the ground 
state only the pull-through argument seems to be available. The details of Section 
2.1 remain unchanged and one concludes that if 

el2 <  ^ i    I   TTTT 7^^ „,   „ nIYT/J2rffcI 

then TrPg < 1, which implies that the ground state of Hp is unique. 

(E(p - k) + cj(k) - E{p)Y   u{k) 

3.2    Confining potentials 

For p — 0 no infrared divergence is expected and for the remainder of this section 
we set 

w(Jb) = \k\ 
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as the physical dispersion relation. We did not succeed to apply the methods of 
Section 2 to this case. Therefore rather than considering p = 0 directly we add to 
the Hamiltonian (3) a confining potential, V : M3 -> E, which in spirit amounts to 
the same physical situation. The Hamiltonian under study is 

Hv = i {a • (-iV* - eA^x))}2 + V(x) + Hf. (19) 

Let 

onL2(R3)(g>C2 

and 

Hel = -±A + V 

Eei = infSpecess(#ei), 

Eei = infSpec(iJei) 

E = mfSpec(Hv). 

Let V be relatively bounded with respect to —A with a bound less than 1. Then Hy 
is self-adjoint on D(A)nD(Hf) as established in [6]. For arbitrary e the existence of 
ground states has been proven by Griesemer, Lieb, and Loss [4] under the condition 
that i^ei has a ground state separated by a gap from the continuous spectrum, i.e. 

Eei - JSei > 0. (20) 

We also refer to [1] for prior results, where in particular it is proven that the charge 
density of an arbitrary ground state ^g is localized, i.e. 

l|ecMVgll<ci||Vgl| (21) 

with some constant c. In the spinless case the uniqueness of the ground state, 
TrPg = 1, would follow from a positivity argument [5]. Let Pel be the projection of 
the subspace spanned by ground states of He\. Suppose (20). Take e such that 

Eei - E > 0, (22) 

which can be satisfied by the continuity of E in e. Then a pull-through argument 
and (21) yield that 

ty>g, (1 ® iVf + Pej ® Po)Vg) < ri(e), (23) 

where lim€_>o^(e) = 0. Hence in the similar way as Lemma 2.2 with PQ and iVf 
replaced by Pel 0 Po and 1 0 iVf + P^ <g) PQ, respectively, we see that if, in addition 
to (22), e satisfies 77(e) < 1/3, then 

TrPg < 3. (24) 

The realness argument of Section 2.2 requires some extra conditions on V. 

Theorem 3.1 Suppose V(x) = V(-x), Eei - Ee\ > 0, and TrPei = 2. Then 
there exists a positive constant eoo such that, if \e\ < eoo, then Hy has a two-fold 
degenerate ground state. 
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Proof: Suppose that e satisfies (22) and 77(e) < 1. (23) yields 

(</>g,Pei ® Po^g) > ll^gll2 " W>g, (1 ® iVf + Pel ® Po)^g) > 1 " »7(c) > 0.      (25) 

Let F denote the Fourier transform of I/2(E3) and define the unitary operator of % 
byT = Feix'P{. Then we have 

THyT-1 = l{a.(x-Pi- eA^O))}2 + FVF-1 + Hf. 

The assumption V(x) = V(—x) implies that FVF"1 is a reality preserving operator 
on I/2(E3). Let ipe\ be the ground state of He\. In the similar way as Lemmas 2.3 
and 2.5 with ft and PQ replaced by ipei^fl and Pe\®Po, respectively, it is established 
that by (25) there exists a positive constant c* such that if \e\ < c*5 then (22) and 
77(e) < 1 hold, and TrPg > 2. Take eoo = sup{|e||77(e) < 1/3, |e| < c*}. Then the 
theorem follows from (24). QED 
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